In this short note we argue why the conclusions made by the authors of ref.
. Here, we comment on the work by LMSWZ, because it is based on key assumptions incorrectly ascribed to [1] and in particular in [64] even explicitly excluded. While LMSWZ refer to axions, the authors of ref.
[64] introduced generically a yet unidentified slow streaming invisible form of massive matter, which must interact with normal matter much stronger than the one expected for WIMPs or axions. In addition, the authors in [a] refer to the dark matter wind being obliged by ~60 o to the ecliptic: ref.
[64] concluded, observationally driven, on stream(s) in the ecliptic plane being temporally collinear with the line connecting the Sun and one planet (e.g. the Earth), for gravitational lensing to be possible. In ref.
[1] it is explained how such a streaming configuration can result to the flux amplification downstream at 1 A.U. by factor up to ~10 11 , which is to be compared with the derived amplification by LMSWZ of about 10 2 -10 3 . Though, the authors consider a) ordinary dark matter wind, and b) a propagation being quasi orthogonal (~60 o ) to the ecliptic plane. We wish to stress that both assumptions are explicitly excluded in ref. [64] . In the following we reject the 3 key assumptions derived by LMSWZ in [a] (section "E. Gravitational lensing") for ref. . This global constraint on γ is apparently inapplicable for the only relevant case in ref. [64] , namely that of the dynamic ionosphere. The same reasoning answers also our next objection.
The DM flux has no dispersion in velocity;
Citing ref.
[64] (section 2): "… it is reasonable to assume that constituents of any kind of invisible massive matter having a wide velocity spectrum around 300 km/s can undergo gravitational focusing towards the Sun, if one of the planets considered in this work, i.e., Mercury, Venus and/or Earth, enters inside such a stream towards the Sun." See also the reasoning given before for 1.
3. The DM particles are non-interacting and can pass through opaque objects such as the Sun and Planets; Citing ref.
[64], section 3: "a. Slow moving invisible (streaming) matter of galactic/cosmic origin, whatever its eventual properties, interacts somehow with the Sun…."
Furthermore, based on the before mentioned, incorrectly reproduced key assumptions LMSWZ draw the conclusion: "... that the ideas advocated in Refs. [63, 64] generally do not apply to DM particles." We comment on this conclusion with the very first working hypothesis given in ref.
[64], which apparently has not been noticed by the authors of [a] : "…we refer to generic dark candidate constituents as invisible massive matter, in order to distinguish them from ordinary dark matter".
We think, after all this, it is redundant to elaborate on more points raised by LMSWZ.
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